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this process of change, we have been forced to adjust.
We've learnt how quickly our lives can be derailed.

Editorial
The season of co-curricular has given way to the
bone jolting ride of the second term. Tests, projects,
assignments and presentations during Term I were
replaced by dance, music and culturals in our daily
parlance. While the atmosphere takes a sombre turn,
inching closer towards the final examinations, I find
myself wanting to live the best of all worlds. This campus
has given us numerous possibilities to express
ourselves, be it through academics, writing, theatre,
sports or speaking. There seems to be an endless list of
activities to try out; but more importantly, countless
people yet to be known. We have travelled these years in
school with our batch mates, rejoicing and resenting
equally one another's presence.
The rest of you have considerable time left, but for
us twelfth graders, it is the last mile. Step out of your own
friend groups and talk to the people you have unwittingly
spent your lives with; you may find that you have
uncannily similar tastes in music or both despise spicy
food (highly unlikely as spicy food is loveable). As we give
our all in our studies, so we must in the endeavour of
human interaction. As the saying goes, there's no time
like the present.

It's a lot to ask from students to switch back and forth
between studying at home and in school, and I sincerely
hope that we are the last group of students who will ever
have to go through that. Throughout this process of
change, we have been aided and assisted by our teachers
and parents. Truly, we have a lot to be grateful for.
The Vidya Dhwani too is changing. We have decided
to include the interesting statements and thoughts of
students outside our editorial team in this issue. We have
added a column for entertainment purposes alone,
poking fun at our school's prefects.
We too are adapting. Lastly, throughout this process
of change, the Vidya Dhwani has been faithfully
documenting all that happens around us : a newer kind,
one that involves the students in ways that have never
been seen before in this school. So sit back and enjoy our
newsletter with a warm cup of tea and... Happy reading!
Skanda

A Memorable Day

This Children's Day when 'Vidya Dhwani' is released
we attempt to capture a glimpse of student life through
thoughts and photographs. We hope it puts a smile on
your face.
Aarushi
This is a transitional period in many ways. Adapting
to a return to school over the past year has been difficult,
to say the least, after a long time of attending class from
home. We bore witness to and participated in some of the
large events conducted by our school- our popular Sports
Day, the first ever inter-school VMUN, and our culturals,
"Reflections". We had a full-fledged School Day with some
incredible programmes and performances. Throughout
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PRIZE DAY
- Neha
After two long, difficult years, the open-air
auditorium was once again buzzing with students on
August 13th; ready to erupt into cheers to honour our
prize-winning teachers and peers. This year's Prize Day
was a special one as it was to celebrate the first ever
batches to have given their Board exams while the world
was still reeling from the impact of a pandemic!
The Chief Guest of the day was Mr. Joseph Winston,
an esteemed scientist and researcher at the Indira
Gandhi Centre for Atomic Research (IGCAR). Nirmala
Devi Miss, high school CS teacher; Uma Varadrajan
Miss, who teaches Primary; and Mr.Sundaravadivelu,
our non-teaching staff, were awarded for their 30 years
with VM! Our KG teacher Shubha Miss; high school
geography teacher, Usha Miss; and Sanskrit teacher
Bhuvaneshwari Miss were lauded for completing 20
years of teaching. Complete with several anecdotes from
their colleagues, it was a wonderful way of honouring
our staff for their many years of dedicated service.
Next, the twelfth graders received awards for the
Most Outstanding Student (A.P. Aditya), Best Outgoing
Girl (Vijaisri Bhaskar), and the Best Outgoing Boy (A.P.
Aditya). Then, the Board toppers and various subject
toppers shared the spotlight and applause rang loud for
their hard work. The tenth grade toppers followed suit,
bagging prizes for their performance.
Coming from a batch which never did get to write
their 10th Board exams, I can't fathom the trials and

tribulations of writing such an exam during the
pandemic, while being met with changes in the exam
pattern, syllabus and uncertainty.

Independence Day… Har Ghar Tiranga…
th

The exciting morning of the 76 Independence Day,
finally in person after 2 long years started with the
feeling of patriotism in the air, as the students gathered
at the open air auditorium. The celebrations began with
the hoisting of the flag, swaying in full glory. After the
prayer, was the powerful and informative speeches on
Indian history, in English, Hindi and Tamil. This was
followed by an enactment of the unsung heroes of the
freedom struggle. Up next an expressive skit in Tamil
about a teacher and her students discussing about the
various known incidents during the freedom. Dance
and song, being an integral part of every celebration,
was wonderfully covered by the students of classes 8
and 9, with their display of Bharatanatyam to a medley
of patriotic songs. A melodious rendition of a variety of
patriotic songs was received with great applause and
appreciation. To conclude the celebrations, another
vibrant display of Bharatanatyam by the students of
class 10,11 and 12 left the lively crowd in awe, with their
synchronization and expressive moves.

- Varsha

- Rashi
After weeks and weeks of anticipation and
excitement, on the 15th and 16th of July, our longawaited inter-school culturals 'Reflections' took place.
This being one of the major events after the lockdown
taking place offline, it had high expectations all round.
With the hard work of our teachers, prefects and
students we are glad to say it was top - notch.
This year, Reflections took up the theme of cinema,
with each event being named after different TV shows
and movies! We saw the addition of a few new
events,'Reel Making' 'India's Got Talent'. The majority of
the events made a comeback with a creative new name;
The inauguration was followed by a marvellous
violin performance by our alumni chief guest for Day 1,
Shyam Ravishankar, who then addressed the gathering,

VMUN 2022

- Akshata

On the 22nd and 23rd of July, our school conducted
VMUN, its inaugural interschool Model United Nations
conference. Over 120 delegates from various schools
across Chennai signed up for the 5 committees that
VMUN offered. The first committee was the Israeli Crisis
Cabinet, wherein delegates convened for the Emergency
Session on October 7, 1973. Here, committee was
extremely lively, and every single delegate truly
managed to walk in the shoes of the ministers they were

garnering roars of applause and laughter. A fan favourite,
the food stalls, made a return as well, bustling queues of
students formed during the breaks to get a chance to try
the new pasta and wrap stalls that had been added.
Nobody could be seen without an ice gola in hand.
Day two began with a melodious host performance,
followed by the group music performances of the various
schools, accompanied by the loud cheers of the crowds.
Group dance, cleverly named La La Land, was a
spectacular display of synchronization and talent, as the
groups performed to a medley of songs. Not to forget, the
graceful performance of our very own class 12, to wrap it
all up.
Our Chief Guest was the renowned actor and
comedian, Satish, cheered on by the crowd as soon as he
arrived for the Winners Event. The final battle for Mr/Ms.
Reflector was well fought and fun-filled. Overall, Vidya
Mandir @ Estancia took home the top honours.

representing. The second committee, the United Nations
Security Council, discussed the invasion of Iraq, and this
served as an exceptional learning experience as a direct
result of the immense participation by every delegate
involved. Thirdly, for the United Nations High
Commission for Refugees, the agenda was the refugee
crisis caused by the Russia-Ukraine War. This committee
dealt with an ongoing crisis in the geopolitical sphere,
and the delegates were able to stick to their stances and
propose numerous well thought out and innovative
solutions to the topic at hand. The fourth committee was
the World Trade Organization, whose delegates debated
on the necessity of an Intellectual Property Rights waiver
on essential medicines and vaccines. This committee had
many first timers who warmed up to the idea of an MUN
during the course of the two days. Finally, the fifth
committee for VMUN was the International Press Corps,
whose delegates represented various news agencies and
reported on the other four committees. VMUN was an
astounding success for a plethora of reasons; the main
one being the capable organizing done by the teachers',
who were the primary drivers behind the scenes. This
year's VMUN has set a high standard for its counterparts
in the following years to meet!

Let's hear it from Shruthi Shankar...
- Rasika and Shreya
Let us meet a very dynamic
and multifaceted VM-ite, SPAM
Secretary a meritorious
alumnus of our school, Ms.
Shruthi Shankar, a certified
yoga instructor and also a
performing Carnatic vocalist.
Apart from juggling multiple
professions, she also happens to
be a qualified chartered
accountant as well.
Hi Shruthi, you're
handling so many diverse
roles. How would you describe
yourself?
I would describe myself
as a passionate person. I put
my heart and soul into all I
do, go along with my
instincts which makes work
easier and a whole lot fun.
What is your take on yoga,
especially for youngsters?
Being a yoga instructor
and teaching yoga to so
many people I feel that yoga
helps in improving your
concentration and attention span. In the due course you
will definitely feel a lot of positive changes in yourself. You

SPORTS DAY...

will be mentally alert as well as calm and composed
throughout the day. Many people think yoga is all about
meditating and trying to control your mind but that isn't
necessarily true. If you consider yoga as a mere workout,
like playing other games, it would be much easier to
perceive its goodness.
Your role model or inspiration?
There are many people who have inspired me in my
journey in life so far, one of them being my fellow
schoolmate, who started off as a chartered accountant
like me and is now one of the most popular and a wellknown singer in India. The other being my father who has
always been very supportive of me.
Fondest memories of VM?
I was never really an extrovert, so VM helped me come
out of my shell and helped me identify my interest in
music. VM also motivated me to participate
in culturals (music events) quite
early on as if it were up to me, I
would just be sitting in a corner
doing nothing. Just the general
VM atmosphere was so
refreshing as it brought out the
best in me and I always felt
uplifted and heartened being
surrounded by all the teachers
and students.
Juggling between Yoga and
Music …

Juggling 2 professions is not easy for sure, yoga
being a physically demanding activity becomes quite
tiring. I try to devote equal time to both activities.
Tips for choosing groups after grade 10.
I don't know if this is politically correct or not but I
just chose commerce because it seemed easy. For me
chemistry was a big reject so it was easy to make that kind
of choice. So you either go based on what your strengths
are but if you can't figure that out you could choose based
on your weaknesses. I have had friends who did CA after
engineering.
Music and Yoga over Chartered Accountant?
Towards the end of school itself I realised that music
would be a very important part of my life. Wasn't sure
career wise but I was clear about music. I did CA directly
after school. While undergoing the course, I didn't have
much time for music so that thought was always there at
the back of my mind. I used to think things were bad
enough during articleship and couldn't imagine how
things would become when I actually qualify and start
working.
I used to do yoga on and off during school but I totally
gave up on it while pursuing CA. After a while I started
practising again and attended a few teacher training
courses just for the experience of it- not with the idea of
becoming a teacher. After that, I started taking classes for
4 or 5 friends of mine who were willing to take the risk.
Within months of teaching, I figured out I kind of liked it.
By that time, I started working so it became like juggling 3
professions at once. A full time job, pursuing music and
teaching yoga. It became a little too hectic. I decided to
take a break from my career and see how things worked so
it was like a shot in the dark, but thankfully things
worked out.
Diet or Foodie?

- Chinmayi

I am not a big fan of diets to be honest. I am more of a
eat what you want, exercise and burn it off later type of
person. For me food is everything. I try to eat home cooked
food as much as possible.

The YMCA
grounds after
years of solitude,
was buzzing with
s t u d e n t s
brimming with
excitement and
goli soda, to
participate in the
much-anticipated sports day.
Day 1 marked the display of the drill by the
primary and middle school, coming out with new
formations, captivating teachers and students alike.
The performance was then followed by the heats for
students for middle school and high school, who did
not disappoint with their athleticism after being
cooped up for the past 2 years.

I'm actually a kind of control freak when it comes to
time. I usually don't like wasting time in unnecessary things.

Advice for students who have to choose one among
many interests..
Firstly, I think it's good to have many interests. Very
few people have the luck to identify their passion at a very
early age so it's very difficult to pursue a passion
vigourously in the beginning.
While students begrudgingly arrived for the march
past on day 2, the added attraction this year was the
School Band. We stayed to watch the nerve wracking
finals of the events, witnessing a close battle between
NP and Nilkant, with NP coming out on top, marking the
end of yet another sports day.

If you are very interested in pursuing a passion which
isn't very conventional, you could pick a stream that isn't
too difficult and time taking. It will be easier to find a
balance and maybe at one point you can decide which
path you go on. Nowadays, I think it's possible to pursue
multiple careers as long as you have the capability.
All the best.

KG Kaleidoscope
- Vivin and Riya
KG Activity Calendar Term I
Shape week by UKG – 13 June to 17 June. Hope
all of us can get excited about shapes
Ice cream Day by LKG - 1 July. We all scream for
Ice cream
Colours Day by UKG – 1 July. Truly expanding
the spectrum beyond colours
Planting Day by LKG & UKG – 29 July.
Revolution

Green

Veggies Day by LKG – 9 September. Don't forget
to have your veggies kids!
Friendship Day by UKG – 13 September. A special
bond forged beyond blood
KG Sports – 14/15/ 20 & 21 September- Teaching
them young. Our Usain Bolts'
KG Drill Display – 22 September-Drill Discipline

Interhouse Dramatics
- Arya
ACT 1
Scene: A plethora of eager students chatting
amongst themselves in the Sripad Hall.
Compères: The
much awaited
I n t e r h o u s e
Dramatics is finally
t aking place in
person after a
pandemic-driven
hiatus. With the
four houses
performing plays
based on Edgar
Allan Poe's works, let us see what they have to offer us
this year!
CROWD: (murmurs)
Enter KJ.
KJ: Presenting to
you, 'The Oblong
Box!'
CROWD: Men in
White. Two sisters?
The psychotic one
being portrayed by
our Dhwani Editor?
Hallucination
ensues. Screaming
involved. (Realises)
Lifeless corpse of a sister in a box. Psychotic sister slits
her own throat!
Exit KJ. Cue our Dhwani Editor being adjudged the Best
Actress. Enter NP.

NP: Here's, 'The Thousand
-and-Second Tale of
Scheherazade!'
CROWD: The Arabian
Nights has a sequel? Woah,
those are some impeccable
costumes. Huh, the King
looks like he wants to kill
Scheherazade every time
he sees her.
The King executes Scheherazade.
Exit NP. Enter NILKANT.
NILKANT: With a twist on the original, we have, 'Thou Art
The Woman!'
CROWD: Those backdrops! The cemetery! Blood splashes
everywhere! Daughter-kills-father-killed-by-sisterblames-caretaker - a good ol' Tamil-serial-family-feud,
plus some great acting. Wait, the caretaker is the father?
(Wide-eyed gasps)
Exit NILKANT (Spoiler: A triumphant Nilkant). Enter
KAILASH.
KAILASH: Here's our adaptation of the classic, 'The
Purloined Letter!'
CROWD: Finally, we have a mystery, another affair!
Hmm, I wonder who - wait! SPL steals the letter? ASPL
tries to hunt it down (Cue amusing Tom and Jerry keyboard
music) Fire! Fire! Queen successfully deceives King. More
beheading.
Exit KAILASH. Cue Sowmya Miss trying to moderate
CROWD.
Enter JUDGES.
JUDGES: After much deliberation, we have NILKANT
emerging as the winner followed by KAILASH as the
runners up.
Applause ensues. Curtains close.
THE END

Primary Postcards

- Vivin and Riya

Yoga Day: Sense and
Flexibility: Yoga Day a
resounding success

Our little Sudha Murthys'
and Shashi Tharoors' tell us
about National Reading Day

Independence Day: Cross
our hands and capture
your hearts – Independence
Day

Getting up close and
personal with the
trees – Van Mahotsav
tree walk

Books can come in all shapes and sizes!

Annual Day

- Skanda

Ladies and gentlemen, we welcome you to our
ANNUAL DAY 2022-23!
We have a
wonderful evening
planned for you. So
b u c k l e u p ,
everyone, for the
first School Day in
two years. It
promises to be quite
the ride. Sit back,
relax, and enjoy

Pharaoh of Egypt this year's middle
school English play.
Our hearts were
warmed with a
beautiful and familiar
story about faith in
the Hindi play based
on Prahlad. The Tamil
play revolved around a different Hindu deity, Shiva, while
the Sanskrit play featured an avatar of Vishnu himself –
Krishna. We were regaled with an incredible performance
by our talented dancers in this year's dance drama, titled
"Hari Varasanam." Finally, we were absorbed in a mystery
and thriller tale adapted from the Edgar Allan Poe's
original "Thou Art The Woman."

We began with a melodious performance by the
orchestra and followed by a story about Moses, the
Jewish Prophet, and his adoptive brother, Ramses, the

Fillers, in between programmes ensured that there
were no breaks in our enjoyment of the evening.

Campus Activites

Grade 12…This and That?
The school culture and environment provide a
great learning environment and a cohesive setting for
our development. Our teachers are extraordinary and
take great care in transmitting knowledge to us and
handling our queries. It's true that any time we face
any personal crisis, we can seek the guidance and
support we need from our class teachers...
School this year has honestly just been a serving
of complications with a side of exhaustion and a
heaping pile of
activities. Don't
forget the
stream of
homework and
tests and
assignments
flowing off the
plate entirely.
It's was like sipping plain milk for 2 years and
suddenly WHAM BAM! The milk is filled with sugar and
whatnot upto the brim, too much to even mix, let alone
take a sip. And I can't even start with the boards and if I
do I can't stop. Good job everyone' – A critic from 12th.

Just
for
laughs
- Chinmayi

Legally Blonde
- Aryana

serious about
studying. But in
her crowning
moment, she
walks into the
courthouse
draped in pink,
and uses her
knowledge of
fashion to win the case.

At first
glance, Legally
Blonde is a
classic chick
flick, with a
s o m e w h a t
familiar premise
for a 2000s film
– a girl joins a
prestigious
school to win back the love of her life. We've all seen and
loved female characters who commanded power, rose to
the occasion and displayed resilience and courage, be it
MCU or the Hunger Games. Though the trope varies
from piece to piece, one implication is constant – their
strength is disjoint from their femininity. The character
gains power and respect by giving up frivolous or girly
things and instead choosing to have more 'important'
interests.

Throughout the film there are important lessons for
young women, sandwiched between iconic one-liners and
legendary scenes. Elle initially sees Vivian – Warner's new
fiancée - as a sworn enemy. They compete over winning
over Warner, getting better grades, impressing their
professors, and so on. But they soon realise they're on the
same team; two brilliant women subdued by hostile and
prejudiced colleagues. While most teen movies depict
rivalries between the tomboyish and hyper-feminine
characters, Legally Blonde encourages its women to draw
support from each other. The movie sheds light on the
discrimination women face in the workplace, and Elle's
courage in speaking up against it. It also reassures
viewers that interest in things like fashion or 'feminine'
spheres isn't all what society makes it out to be - Elle's
supposedly 'useless' interests got her to win the case,
after all.

But unlike her fictional contemporaries, Elle Woods
– blonde, in a sorority; a textbook girly-girl – is a strong
and memorable character because of her femininity.
While the reason for her going to Harvard wasn't all that
revolutionary, her focus changes as the film progresses.
She finds a genuine passion for law and works hard for
it, all while maintaining her defining traits. In fact, she's
shown ditching the glitter and glam when she gets

Twenty years on, these messages still resonate with
and inspire young girls everywhere. In fact, many women
took up law after watching Legally Blonde! Of course, the
film has its flaws, from the glaring misrepresentation of
law school to some unshed stereotypes of communities.
But its magnum opus is this: it's unapologetically
feminine but still smart and poignant. What, like it's
hard?

Prefects Not So Perfect...

